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COVER ART
Artist Mary DeChellis— The rooster was 
drawn in pencil in a Stillman and Birn 
Epsilon sketchbook (smooth surface) 
then inked in with a Pigma Micron-01. 
Daniel Smith watercolors were applied  
next. Finally the Pigma Micron and a ZIG 
Cocoiro lettering pen were used to hand 
draw the letters.

Inklings is published by the Fort Worth 

Calligraphers Guild monthly, September 

through May.  To submit an article for 

this publication, please email text to 

news@fortworthcalligraphers.com - 

attention Newsletter Editor, by the 26th 

of the month prior to the publication. 

Text should be in MS Word document or 

equivalent. Photos should be submitted 

in JPEG 300dpi format.  Prints and hard 

copy can be mailed to P.O. Box 101732, 

Fort Worth, TX 76185.  We try our best to 

give our members accurate and current 

information.  

January
Deanna Fava ..............................6
Victoria Villarreal .....................7
Ricki Wilson ..............................7

New Year Goals

Long ago I gave up on the annual Making New Year Resolution syndrome. 
Those lofty resolutions gave a euphoric feeling at the time I wrote them 
out — but, when packed away or closed up in a book, they actually never 
surfaced either visually or in my mind. Therefore, I came to think Resolutions 
NEVER WORK. (Hindsight: well of  course THEY don’t work!  Resolution 
don’t have a brain. I have to put in the work…)

So, nowadays I have a more realistic view at this time of  year. Instead of  
resolutions, I set goals (not too many…so as to choke out any practical, daily 
achievements), just a few, well reasoned goals. For balance, I set a goal in 
each of  a few different areas of  life. It’s kind of  like when you get your tires 
balanced, you find if  one of  the four tires has undue stress and is more worn, 
it is likely caused by an alignment or hardware issue.

So, this year I have stated a goal centered around the areas of: mental activity, 
physical activity, spiritual activity, and, yes, creative activity. This guild 
offers several areas of  creative opportunities including exhibits, workshops, 
monthly programs, and even a resource library.* To be READY for these 
opportunities, though, I should be building in my mind or on a bullet list 
somewhere, quotes I like, or maybe hands to work on so I’ll be already ‘in 
motion’ when the opportunity arises. 

This way I don’t have to start from scratch (and thus maybe give up 
because I don’t have enough time to complete it). I can just pull together 
something I’ve already been thinking about. Like I said last month: “As 
with most creative forms of  expression, the bulk of  the time is spent in 
PREPARATION (gathering info), INCUBATION (studying info, testing 
papers, fluids, techniques), ILLUMINATION (the spark of  insight that leads 
to igniting your imagination with a project or goal). The rest of  the story 
(EVALUATION and IMPLEMENTATION) reveal themselves in time. You 
can’t get “there” without the groundwork.”

What holds you back from setting a goal or two for yourself  calligraphically? 
Why not make an appointment with yourself  here early in the year to 
pinpoint a hand you’d like to master, or a technique you’d want to try in 
making an exhibit piece.

Mary Dechellis is working on getting us a spring exhibit set up on her side 
of  town (now that we have exhibited ourselves a couple of  times in north 
east FW). Maybe “think Spring” and see if  you can come up with something 
worthy of  your time and interests. I guarantee if  you go about it thoughtfully 
and take small steps at first, you will achieve this goal and be ready to set new 
challenges beyond it.

 Happy New Year! See you Thursday January 11, 2018! Oh my!
 Sharon Schmidt, President

*See sidebar at bottom left corner of  page 10..
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Beautiful Envelope
Here is another example of  a beautiful envelope 
addressed by Thomas Burns, a Kaligrafos member. 

	

And we thought all he could do was be their president       
... WRONG! I am really blessed to have so many clients 
around the world who take the time to address their 
envelopes in a beautiful hand.

Better Reservoir
Here is an example of  how to make a better reservoir on 
the Speedball C series broad edge nib. Simply raise the 
reservoir from the nib base slightly without bending the 
tip of  the reservoir. Works like a charm and sooooooo 
easy. Got this information first about 30+ years ago from 
a workshop with Sheila Waters in Fort Worth, but found it 
recently again and wanted to pass it on.

	

Kaimei Ink
Many years ago while visiting in San Francisco’s 
Chinatown (Grant Street) I stumbled into a Chinese 
calligraphy shop and found a most elegant black, carbon 
based wet ink “Kaimei.” If  you haven’t tried it yet, it 
will soon become your ink of  choice for it’s aroma and 
beautiful setup on paper, plus the flow is delightful. It 
will do everything asked of  it and more...if  they haven’t 
changed the formula, but the Chinese are not prone to 
make any calligraphic changes – they are content with 
their work for thousands of  years.

Vintage Nib spotlight
This month’s nib spotlight is on the vintage Esterbrook 
#453 Business and College nib. It has extremely flexible 
tines made expressly for the (old) business world, journal 
entries and experienced college students. This is a nib not 
to be overlooked for your inventory as it will give you many 
hours of  dutiful work and not back down from anything 
asked of  it. 

Til next month, for your vintage nibs and beautiful writing,

    Harvey Anton 
    penstaff@verizon.net
    H) 469-320-9754
    C) 817-470-2735

january 2018

Welcome New Members
Please add the following new member to your 2017-2018 Directory. 

If  you haven’t received your 2017-2018 Guild Directory, let Linda Jones know at Lindajones817@gmail.com.

Ann Gappa Nov 19
6901 Whitman Avenue 314-294-1013 (C)
Fort Worth, TX 76133-5027
agappa@charter.net 

Directory Corrections
Veree Hawkins Brown Apr 18
7012 Orchid Lane 214-373-6656 (H)
Dallas, TX 75230-4212 214-535-7748 (C)
vhawkins33@hotmail.com
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No “L”  
Neuland-based 
hand, black ink 
on white paper, 
photographed 
by phone.

— Gina Tanner

Lessons from a 
Christmas Tree

Left, inside; above, front.

 — Gina Tanner

It used to be that Christmas cards were then proudly displayed on the mantelpiece for 
the duration of Christmas with the fanciest ones – those adorned with specks of festive 
glitter, for instance – being afforded the most prominence. Even aesthetically dull cards 
such as those featuring a crib scene were warmly received. It was “the most wonderful 
time” of the year.

— Irish blogger, Amy O’Connor

Why send cards in the computer era?
With the internet and email, the practice of  sending Christmas cards has 
fallen out of  style. Letter-writing is considered nearly obsolete; furthermore, 
there are generations for whom the act of  even purchasing a stamp is an 
alien concept. Also, humans are more connected than ever through social 
media. In this age of  peak connectivity, there is little incentive to send a 
Christmas card. After all, why bother with a handwritten card when you 
could just message them? If  anything, sending a card when you’re already 
“friends” on every conceivable platform is probably overkill, right? — 
Wrong!

The act of  sending and receiving Christmas cards is still a worthy effort, a 
tradition worth preserving. Amy O’Connell says, “No more complacency, 
no more laziness, no more ‘I’ll just text them’ excuses. This is what it 
comes down to, isn’t it? Knowing that someone was thinking about you for 
a few moments and saw fit to wish you a merry Christmas and a happy new 
year.”

A group text on Christmas morning or a hope-Santa-was-good-to-everyone 
Facebook status might technically fulfill your social obligation, but it’s not 
exactly in keeping with the spirit of  Christmas. It doesn’t say, “Hey, I was 
thinking about YOU!”  It’s neither personal nor generous and it certainly 
doesn’t elicit fuzzy feelings.

And besides, social media and email is likely how we communicate all year. 
Christmas is a time to take a step back from your phone and send some-
thing meaningful and special to someone. The spark of  joy when the card 
arrives will be worth the effort,” she says.

Now we say, to our FWCG lettering buddies, that an even bigger blessing 
for our friends might be the extra spark of  knowing someone designed a 
card using their acquired skills or even took the bit of  extra time to hand 
address it (in colored ink!) 

Take a look at some of  the cards done this year by current members.
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A Promise Kept

Left: Parallel pen dipped in walnut 
ink for the lettering on white paper. 
I then scanned the lettering, resized, 
and applied it to my card layout. It 
was printed on the card stock.

— Linda Langley

Merry Christmas

Dark blue paper.  Used 
white gouache, liquid 
pearls & red stickles on 
outside.  Black sumi on 
inside with arches text 
wove.

— Jeri Wright

Grinch

Black ink on white 
paper (bad lighting 
on photo).

— Gina Tanner

Stille Nacht

I was inspired last Christmas to create the above calendar piece for 
December. Distressed paper with Schminke gold sprinkled for stars. 
You can see the wrinkles in the page scan. Some of  the contouring and 
Bethlehem sketch were scanned and layered in Photoshop.

Our chamber singers performed Silent Night in German so I had 
access to (and also had to learn) the lyrics. Having studied Blackletter 
hand at Legacies 2016, I felt this hand suited the text.

Then right before I left town for Christmas holiday this year, I was 
inspired to create the card inside (left) – a quick, original poem – and 
have them printed as cards (for NEXT year since I’m really late for this 
year ... or really early for next. Yeah, let’s say I’m early for a change!)

— Sharon Schmidt

CalliGraphics by Sharon
© 2016
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Have you ever wondered why doing something as simple as scrunching your lines closer together 
can “fix” a piece of calligraphy? I was wondering the exact same thing and actually found the 
answer in Mike Steven’s book Mastering Layout: The Art of Eye Appeal. In fact, I found all kinds of 
useful tidbits that have helped me combine calligraphy and hand-lettering to compose signs, 
greeting cards, quotes, and all sorts of things in as little time as possible.

First there’s the “Natural Layout Formula” which 
(1) defines the “layout area” for you and (2) ensures 
adequate margins (or negative space around your text 
block). Here’s the natural layout formula for a 4.5 x 
6 postcard where A is 15% of the shortest axis and 
B is 17% of the horizontal axis. The first thing I do 
is pencil in this silhouette for my text block so I have 
a general idea of where to place everything. These 
margins are never absolutes; they’re simply guidelines, 
but they sure are helpful when you’re in a hurry.

Choose an alphabet or letter style that does not conflict 
with the text block silhouette. For example, if your text 
block is short and wide, then consider starting off with 
an alphabet that is short and wide. Likewise, if your text 
block is tall and narrow, choose a lettering style that has 
the same rhythm. Also consider varying the size and style 
of the letters but keeping it to one dominant alphabet and 
one secondary alphabet. You can vary the height and 
weight of the letters to add contrast and interest.

Another quick tip to composing or fixing your layout 
is to balance opposite design elements: positive and 
negative space, thick and thin lines, dark and light, 
foreground and background. If your composition isn’t 
working, mentally run through these elements to see if 
you need to add contrast.

Finally try to make sure your text block is “framed” 
by more negative space (in the margins) than it 
contains (between words and lines). This makes your 
text block easier to see as a whole and answers the 
question of why simply scrunching your lines closer 
together can fix a piece of calligraphy.
    —  Mary DeChellis
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*
Sponsor:

John Neal Bookseller
No entry fee, $450 in gift certificates 
as prizes (including a category prize 

for pointed pen)

*
24th annual contest is sponsored by 

 Washington Calligraphers Guild and the 
National Association of Letter Carriers

Theme: “Whatever the Weather” (No entry fee,)

* See the newsletter distribution email from Linda Jones to access the 
full details of these opportunities, complete with link to sign up.

*
Registration will close at midnight pacific time. 

Commit to send one envelope each  
month from February to December 

calligraphy is the primary component 
…less emphasis on decoration, pure 

calligraphy.

An Invitation to participate…

Calendars available 
The sixteenth annual calligraphy/art calendar published 
by FWCG has been released (and mailed to those who 
knew they could not make the January meeting). 

Please remember our January 11 meeting and plan to 
pick up the calendar(s) you ordered. 

We do have extras for those who forgot to request. 

Pricing: 1–2 calendars, $10 each; 3–6, $9 each; 7–10,  $8  
each; 11 or more, $7 each.

If  you would like to reserve a copy, please email a 
request to: hj-sharon@charter.net

Minutes of our Meeting
Fort Worth Calligraphers Guild

December 14, 2017
General Meeting

No business meeting was held. We simply had dessert and 
exchanged calligraphy-related gifts.

Respectfully submitted,
Trudie Simoson
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Light Pad
A light pad is invaluable for lettering in 
straight lines. Simply place a ruled line sheet 
underneath paper to guide lettering. Or 
practice your lettering by placing a sheet of  
any particular hand under paper and trace 
until proficient. I also find the light pad to be 
quite useful in creating layout designs. A great 
tool for a calligrapher and quite affordable 
— mine cost under $30 on Amazon. There 
were many options but most were about the 
same size and look. Mine is 9-3/8 x 14 inches.  
There is a black border on the device which 
leaves an actual working area of  12 x 8 inches.  
Larger sizes are available.

Lit with LEDs, it gives a bright, uniform light 
that allows you to easily trace your image onto 
paper as heavy as watercolor paper. The pad 
is very thin which makes it easy to write on. Its 
small size makes it portable, though I cannot 
say how durable the pad is. The manufacturer 
states that it is made out of  acrylic which 
should make it quite resilient. Many reviewers 
of  this device felt that the pad was sturdy 
and well-made. As I don’t want to test this, I 
recommend care when moving it around and 
store in a well-padded case. One reviewer says 
that it fits inside his laptop case.

The device is powered by a USB port which 
can be easily plugged into your computer or 
laptop (USB cable included). This could be 
inconvenient if  you do not have a computer 
near your calligraphy area, but you can 
purchase a “brick” to allow the USB cable to 
be plugged into any wall outlet. In my case, I 
use a brick.

Operation is simple. Merely plug in the USB 
cable and press the power button. Change 
level of  illumination by holding the power 
button until desired brightness is achieved.  
The device will save your last illumination 
setting for future use.

The manufacturer states that this device has 
“Eyesight Protected Technology” which is 
supposed to reduce eye fatigue after using it for 
many hours.

I haven’t logged in enough hours to test the eye 
fatigue claim, but so far I am very pleased with 
my new light pad.

   — Suzanne Raif

USB cable attached to a “brick” so the light pad can be plugged into a wall outlet. 

Viewing Carol DuBosch's exemplar on the light pad through a piece of  watercolor paper. 

Viewing Carol DuBosch’s exemplar on the light pad through a piece of  cardstock. 
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Kaligrafos presents

Round Robin Workshop Weekend!
February 24 & 25th, 2018

Don't miss this opportunity to sign up for a gread Round Robin weekend featuring
our own         •  Jeri Wright & Betty Barna:  Paste Paper (Saturday AM)
   •  Anita Hofmeister:  Blackletter (Saturday PM)
   •  Debi Sementeli:  Brush Lettering (Sunday AM)
   •  Sherry Barber:  Book of  Workshop Work (Sunday PM)

Cost is $100 - Your check is your guarantee of  a place for this fun filled weekend.
Sign up by sending or giving your check to Betty Barna or Jeri Wright.
 Betty Barna, 4212 Valleybrok Drive, Richardson, TX 75082-2757,  214-616-7960
 Jeri Wright, 353 McDonnell Street, Lewisville, TX 75057-4807,  972-998-5442

To be held at the Irving Garden & Arts Building,
906 Senter Road, Irving, 75060  (972-721-2501)

Paste Paper:  The colored part
(not the black cutout)

Brush Lettering:

Blackletter:

Small Book:
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Meeting Location:

Bedford Public Library
2424 Forest Ridge Drive
Bedford, TX 76021

Business Meeting – 6:30 p.m.

Program begins after business meeting.

Program Theme for 2017-18:  Projects in an Hour

January - Experiment with Colorful Marbled Papers

• Learn to use simple supplies and techniques to create Marbled 
Papers

• Hand-out and Supplies shall be furnished 

• Optional things one can bring;
– Permanent black marker
– Scissors
– Straight edge ruler
– Disposable gloves

P.O. Box 101732
Fort Worth, TX 76185

CONTACT US

www.fortworthcalligraphersguild.com

Sharon Schmidt, President
president@fortworthcalligraphersguild.com

Tom Campos, Vice President
vicepresident@fortworthcalligraphersguild.com

Trudie Simoson, Secretary
secretary@fortworthcalligraphersguild.com

Cayetano Olivarez, Treasurer
treasurer@fortworthcalligraphersguild.com 

Linda Jones, Newsletter Editor
news@fortworthcalligraphersguild.com

Angie Vangalis, Workshops
workshops@fortworthcalligraphersguild.com

Polly Campbell, Parliamentarian
parliamentarian@fortworthcalligraphersguild.
com

Guild Meeting
Thursday, January 11, 2018

In hopes of  expanding the concept 
of  our library, let’s recruit three 
volunteers (people who would like to 
delve more deeply into the resources 
we have) to form the committee. This 
committee would meet once to explore 
or brainstorm the possibilities. But 
they would also examine the books and 
teaching DVDs independently to write 
reviews for our newsletter; or test out 
techniques or hands and give verbal 
or written reviews. If  you have some 
interest in being in on the formation 
of  the resource team (or library team 
if  you will), please catch me at this 
month’s meeting or email me of  your 
interest.  — Sharon Schmidt

Library Committee 
Forming


